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EVACUATED-TUBE TRAIN IN 
AUSTRALIA 

The world's first evacuated-tube tran
sport system has been planned for the 
600 ml link between Australia 's two 
major cities, Sydney and Melbourne. 
The Federal government is currently 
ar~uing with the State governments of 
NSW and Victoria, who are putting up 
the capital , because no stop-off is 
planned for the capital city, Canberra. 

The root of the problem is the extra 
cost of including Canberra on the line : 
another E600M on top of the El 000M 
bill. 

The train will utilise magnetic levi
tation and be powered by a linear 
motor. The expected journey time is 
25 minutes! 

Much of the credit for recent advan
ces in mag-lev and linear motors ~oes to 
BOC in Derby for their developments in 
cryogenics and superconductivity using 
metalic hydrogen. The Australian sys
tem is designed to store electricity in 
deeply-buried inductor-convertor units, 
which also rely on superconductivity. 

"UNDERGROUND CITY" 
OPENS PARK 

The "Underground City" in the Mojave 
desert in California opened an above
ground park this month . UC was an 

DISCOVER MUSIC VIA 
TERMINAL 

The European Telecommunication Elec
tronic Corporation (EuroTEC) has just 
launched a new product in their exten
sive range of data systems. Computer 
Aided Disc Selection {CADS) has been 
developed over three years and is the 
first fully operation system in this field . 

The commercial terminal has a 2M of 
memory for disc storage. This can be 
increased by simply transferring the 
stored information to the Computer 
Control Library, where all the signal and 
data processing is carried out for trans
mission. 

The Control functions include an 

EMRASER RECEIVER BOOM 
OVER? 

It is now two years since the start of 
commercial production of emraser re
ceivers. Growth of the market has been 
dramatic but signs of saturation in the 
electro-magnetic spectrum herald corre
sponding economic saturation. The 

experiment in underground housing 
back in the late 80s - before the fad for 
this kind of living in the early part of 
this decade. When energy crisis was 
declared finished, the State's Parks 
Commission granted $8M to make UC 
a nice place to live. Another $8M was 

alphanumeric keyboard for data input 
{record title or code number), which !s 
simultaneously viewed on a fibre-optic 
display. The display can show any of 
the information held in memory {inclu
ding your account statement) . 

Two sample buttons are provided : 
sample 1 plays vocal/instrumental, 
sample 2 plays the instrumental track 
only. Listening to samples is free of 
charge. 

There are four modes: Accept, 
Cancel , Play and Pause. The display can 
be set to Recall , Run, Hold, or show 
your Account. And the memory control 
provides Shift or Recall. 

The unit is interfaced with your 
audio system via a data line connector. 

development of programmable deflector 
units made the emraser receiver suitable 
for satellite use with mobile stations 
{see p42 in this issue), which has kept 
production at a high level in the last 
year. But the latest Cutema report 
(lndat 27143792415) predicts a drop 
from 1999's El 250M business (world
wide) to one of E680M by 2004. 

put into the project by the UN -
because UC is once-again guinea-pig
town, this time the test bed for 'oasis
ization'. The photo shows the park in 
its phase of arable testing for the UN. 
When the tests are over the fields will 
become lawns, playing fields, e tc. 
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THE WIRED C TY 
Halvor Moorshead looks at the worlds most 
advanced communications system 



W
ith the principal plans for the ECC (European Capital City) already appro
ved, tenders are currently being sought from all the large European electro
nics companies for the city-wide communications network. The network 

will be centred on the Eurotower and will extend throughout ECR. 
"The largest single electronics contract ever" is how'some pundits have descri

bed the communications system for the ECC. This is probably an exaggeration : the 
space program of the 1960s and the FOLs (Fibre Optic Links) already installed in 
the new city were giant orders. Nevertheless, a brand new communications system 
for a city of over 350,000 with all the latest technology is a prize worth in the 
order of a Billion Eurodollars. 

The technical specification is impressive. Every home and office has to have 
access to five times the communications inputs and outputs than we now consider 
normal in the cities of Europe North . Most of this is due to the multilingual oper
ation of all services but also due to the growth in Homework, which means every 
home has at least the potential to become a computer centre. 



The specification states quite deliberately that the communications must not 
only serve the purposes of today but be capable of handling any foreseen growth in 
communications for the next 20 years - and since the ECC could take 15 of those 
years to complete, this is not unrealistic. 

The New Capital 
It will be six months before we know the result of the European Referendum to 
settle on a name for the ECC. (Electronic democracy might make vote<ounting 
instantaneous, but you still have to allow people time to debate!) In Britain there is 
overwhelming support for 'Churchill', but this is not looked upon kindly in every 
part of Europe. Since senior British members of the Government have stated 
publicly that "De Gaulle City" is not acceptable, they can expect few of the French 
to back their nomination. The current favourite is the weak 'Europa' - still, we can 
only wait for the outcome. 

The ECC has become the working name and this, of course, is now being built 
in the ECR (European Capital Region). This area of 1020 square kilometres, at the 
common borders of the European regions of GFR, Belgium and Holland, is centred 
on the war-devastated city of Aachen. 

The ECC has been planned principally as the administrative capital of Europe 
with a planned population of 350,000, somewhat larger than the original city on 
that site. 

Homework In The ECC 
At the moment the future of Homework is uncertain. Twenty years ago projections 
were published that by now 15-20% of people would be working from home con
soles. In theory about 35% of jobs can be done from home (MOI lndat 6524722-
13), given the proper communications systems, but throughout Europe Home
workers account for less than 2% of the working population (lndat 63427915). 
Even with CCNs (Constant Communication Networks), the feeling of isolation has 
so far proved to be a major problem; the need for frequent human contact has 
proved to be more powerful than the economic advantages. 

The ECC is being planned so that every home is a suitable workcentre and the 
communications take account of this. 

Communications 
Although homes and offices will be clearly. zoned, the communications to each will 
be almost identical. A terminal block will accept three separate FOLs, which 
will provide the basic services, plus a pair of conductor links (similar to the old
fashioned phone lines). These will carry the 5V necessary for the terminal block 
and act as a backup phone system. 

The FOLs will handle phone, fuse, video and data links and feedback infor
mation such as power line readings, security monitoring and even medical data 
from those with problems. 

To add to the interregionalism, every regional TV network in Europe will have 
its signal fed to every home in the new city-about 50 channels at the moment.The 
feeds to this will be from the ECC satellite relay station. Each Regional Commission 
will also be given one TV channel so that it can keep in touch with its own staff. 

Videophones have been slow to get off the ground but the capacity of the 
FOLs will enable these to be installed throughout the city when they catch on. 

From the city to the regional capitals of Europe, the flow of computer data 
will be henomenal. Two ears a o the Euro ean Parliament voted that b 2005 

Jmultaneous-:T:ranslation±lnits::=::::==========:::::===:===I 
The European Government has alread roved to be one of the ma·or su orters 
o electr year,5-ago-no-one 
of the advances in this area. Speech recognition, electronic speech generation and 
chea electronic memo have come together 
telephone and for, say, a Greek to hear a= w•e'-'1"'-~"'s"'ao,,:te~::v~ers~ 10"'n=at~"'e-"'0~'7-'o~::..-;c---t 



MOI reports (lndat 229471712-3-4) describe two problems which have now been 
largely overcome. The major problem initially was the use of 'non-stored words' 
by the users but it quickly became 'bad-form' to use words not included in the 
'15,000 Preferred List' . Modern translators allow a lot of colloquial expressions but 
these are avoided by the experienced users. 

The specification for the telephone system calls for advanced 50,000 word 
translators at all phone exchanges so that either the sender, or the caller, can select 
the output. 

The second major problem has been the translation rules - the subleties of 
language don't matter much for casual or even commercial use but a large portion 
of the work at the ECC will be semi-legal where non-ambiguous translation is 
necessary . This has led to a Standing Translation Committee being established to 
decide on the problem words. 

Portable translators became available two years ago and there are rumours that 
we shall soon be seeing a 12-language automatic portable translator. 

Radio Systems 
The RF spectrum in the ECR is going to be shaken up well and truly but in quite a 
different way from that in other European cities. 

From the communications pod of Eurotower there will be satellite links both 
to destinations inside and outside Europe but there will be 'no .TV broadcasting 
(this is still by far the largest user of the best frequencies in most of the world). 
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The Challenge 
i he new. capital o:t:Earope:is:going:to- be a..,najo challenge::to::the designer:s::::T:h. e::::;:=:;;::;========::==~;;;;;;::::::= 
tenders have to be submitted within a year and the successful contractor is likely 

months aftef that, well- in- time---fof th 
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Ron Harris 
reviews a 

revolutionary 
new design 

INDAT 81496742332 

QUAD FSN13 
The FS-13 is only the third loudspeaker ever to carry the Quad name. With 

forty years of manufacturing history behind them now, this record speaks 
well of their products and enviable market performance. This stability is 

particularly unusual in hi-fi manufacturing where models seem to change with the 
tides. 

The first Quad electrostatic was produced back in the late fift ies and lasted 
virtually unchanged into the early eighties, when it was replaced by the ELS-2 
largely to improve bass performance and power handling. Both these designs met 
with unqualified success, although the ELS-1 was probably ten years ahead of its 
time and suffered accordingly until the rest of the field caught up. 

It is thus a major event for a new design to appear from Quad - and after 
only eight years too! As you can see from the photographs this unit represents a 
complete departure from presently accepted electrostatic loudspeaker theory. 



For example it is designed to be hung on a wall - flat against it. For a 
dipole radiator this would be out and out lunacy. All electrostatic units are dipole 
radiators. What, therefore, are Quad up to? Has someone down there cracked up? ls 
all lost with Europe North's leading loudspeaker company? Read on : 

Forced Design 
When their factory was destroyed in the war - apparently by an American plane -
Quad were forced to rethink many of the company research criteria. At the time 
they had a prototype FS-13 in operation, but this was a refinement of the ELS-2, 
as opposed to the final conception which is anything but that. 

The missile took out all the prototypes, research records and simulation · 
software that the firm had in existance. Mercifully it occurred on a Monday - a 
non-work day in that area - and no staff were present. After that they made the 
decision to start again from zero and the result was a major breakthrough in dia
phragm control. 

Quad are naturally a bit reticent to explain too precisely how their new 
baby obtains its total versaility, but in these days of program-orientated integration 
a chip can be served up to do virtually anything it seems. The crossover design here 
includes four PLAs (Programmable Logic Arrays) two transmi$sion gates (VFET
plane doped) and an 'analog sampling' device set to operate at a 1 MHz clock rate. 

All this high-power hardware feeds an 'etched cone ' set-up similar to that 
employed by Wharfedale and Celef in their respective lsodynamic Monitors. The 
difference here lies in Quad's methods of vacuum-forming the plates, prior to 
etching, such that track density is maintained throughout, ther~by insuring even 
distribution of the motivating field across the driver face. 

The HF driver has been formed into a dome, which, although imparting a 
slightly odd appearance to the finished enclosure, does ensure good dispersion and 
accurate imaging even when wall mounted. Controls are provided to vary roll -off 
into this unit and to tailor bass plate behaviour to suit the chosen room location. 
Stands are also provided for those who prefer free-standing units, although the 
sheer size of the FS-13 argues against such a decision. 

Control Decisions 
The FS-13 is a true electrostatic speaker. The driver is sa,ndwiched between two 
high voltage polarised planes, which act upon the drive signal to deflect the poly
mer-based sheet accordingly. However, in order to allow for wall use, with all its 
attendant advantages, the normal dipole radiation pattern (equal anti-phase air 
excitation from front and rear) h_ad to be controlled. 

You obviously cannot allow 100W of power to be reflected from a room 
boundary a matter of inches from the drive plate. Quad's answer is really very 
straightforward. The polarising voltage supplied to the rear plane is made position 
(and signal) dependent! 

For wall mciunted operation, the mean position of the driver between the 
planes is shifted by increasing the voltage applied to the plane nearer the wall. 
The distance is thus increased between driver and wall. This extra distance is then 
used t<;> ' brake' the driver as it moves b_ackward by varying the polarising voltage 
according to the amount of relevant phase information in the signal at that instant. 

This means that if the signal calls for a large excursion to reproduce a 30Hz 
organ note, say, the plate would be 'allowed to move outwards perfectly normally, 
but on the return half-cycle wh_en it should be moving toward the wall, the FS-13 
crossover produces a 'cancel' signal which brakes the movement AT THAT FRE
QUENCY to limit the energy produced to 10% of what it would otherwise have 
been. 

Smart Diaphragm 
Now before you ask me how this is actually achieved I have to confess I don't have 
a clue! The software controller for this fits into 72K of ROM and that seems 
nothing at all when you consider what that con,troller has to do. Somehow it must 
sum the signal presented to it in terms of required energy and phase information. 
It must then apply a corresponding polarising signal between 2kV and 8kV to the 
planes such that the original signal is not distorted upon replay - but does not pro
duce significant rearward movement of the driver either. 

Naturally Quad won't say how it's done and short of spy tactics there is no 
way ETI is gonna find out. Naturally the PLAs and ROM are of the 'secure' type 
developed during the war, and will self randomise if any attempt is made to read 
them. · 
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Below: Polar response of the Quad FS-13 . 
Zero dexrecs refers to speaker radiating face. 

When the speaker Is used free s=ding the 
rear radiation pattern Is Identical. 'Wall 

mounted' mode reduces this radiation to an 
Insignificant amount, rendering measurement 

both Inaccurate and meaningless. Note the 
exceptionally wide dispersion at high 

frequency. 
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God - companies are suspicious these days! . . 
Still J suppose there is good reason her?, wha! Quad have. m effect 1s a 

speaker with a 'smart' driver that knows what 1s required,_and_ demts from that 
which is not, by a rapid (1 MHz) self correction process. (This will probably revolu
tionise loudspeaker design) . 

Testing Time 
I ran the FS-13 through a pretty rigorous set of ~ests to see h~w well all this signal 
processing was being done - and how much the input was being degraded by the 
time it became the output. As you can see from the results I need not have bother
ed. Quad's comment was - with raised eyebrows - to ask if Rolls Royce ever sold 
a car with faulty transmission. Cocky lot ... .. . 

Distortion figures more than bear comparison with the best 'ordinary ' (a 
term other manufacturers are gonna have to get used to) speakers being typically 
0.02% at any power, all frequencies. Dispersion is excellent, that dome more than 
earns its position by smoothing out off-axis response to 65°. 

One little foible did appear, however. The bass response is significantly 
improved with the radiation control set for wall mounting. The speaker will pro
duce nearly a full octave lower with the controls set thus - EVEN WHEN USED 
FREE STANDING. This is simply because limiting the rear energy as perfectly as 
this means that cancellation effects are reduced dramatically. 

This seemingly small contradiction leads onto the fact that this system 
would, therefore significantly improve any type of loudspeaker ..... Any typ~ 
from any manufacturer. 

Food for thought, eh Quad? 

Sound Thinking 
In use the FS-13 is intended to be positioned at such a height that the dome is 
approx. at ear level. Since the dispersion is good at HF, this can only be to prevent 
bass .c?upling with the floor and ceiling, this preserving the specified working 
cond1t1ons. Too close t9 the floor would introduce a 'hump' into the frequency 
response due to reflection and the consequent reinforcement at a specific but ill 

KEY 

lkHz 
8kHz 

15kHz 



defined frequency. 
Brackets are provided to facilitate wall mounting, and a form is included 

with each pair of speakers which will obtain you a free set of stands for more 
conventional use if returned to the makers. In other words you are advised to wall 
mount the FS-13, but if you insist upon being perverse Quad will accommodate 
you. 

In order to set up the review pair correctly I had to remove my flat tele
vision and two bookcases. Be warned - these units arc pretty big. Ten square feet 
big. {Oh alright 0.93m2 ifyou must). Not much room left for much else once they're 
a'hangin' on de wall! 

The controls are nicely · concealed behind the smart flap when not in use, 
with just the power light left showing to remind you they're on. Actually it does 
not matter a lot since there is no power swit_ch anyway. The FS-13 turns itself on 
once a signal appears on the audio line and off again once 10 mins. as elapsed with 
none. 

The switch-on can be triggered by a click such as made by most disc scann
. ing systems reaching sync, or by the ident code present on all PCM tapes. 

Music To Go Deaf By 
In use the FS-13 thoroughly out-performed any other speaker system I'd heard. 
After this it's curtains for my Dayton Wright Mk5s - which are twice the size, 
bulky and fussy to use. These Quads make them sound silly anyway. Power hand
ling is incredible, they absorbed the full 400W from my Leeson AP7 without dis
tress. My ears and neighbours broke first. The · only problem with these speakers is 
likely to be the room you use them in - it should be big (at least 9m x 6m) for best 
bass response . 

However, regardless of room restrictions, I can guarantee that the pure 
uncoloured sound and meticulous detail of the reproduction from the Quad FS-13 
will alter your views on 'hi-fi . 

All that remains now is to sit back and watch the other manufacturers 
scratch each other's eyes out trying to catch up. I shall drown the screams with 
Ravel a la FS-13. 

TEST RESULTS
QUAD FS-13 
Serial No. 0085 

Frequency response ifree standing ) 
1 m from boundary) 
Wall mounted - Min. 
area '25m 2

) 

Frequency/phase linearity 

Power handling 

Horizontal Dispersion 

Distortion maxima (1 OOW) 

60Hz - 22kHz ±2dB 
(-l 2dB at 30Hz) 
42Hz -- 22kHz ±3dB 
(- 6dB at 25Hz) 
(sec graph) 

0.01 ° per kHz 
{linear ± 2° across audio band) 

500W for 1 second 
operates trip. 
( or 1 OOOW 0.4s) 

- 3dB at 20kHz .it ±65° driver 
axis. (sec graph) 

: 30Hz (0.02%) 108Hz (0.03%} 
1.31 kHz (0.005%) 21 kHz (0.01%} 

(see graph) 

Results produced on Commodore/B-K ATE. System controller: PET 4002 
(Level 4) . 
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March 11th-March 27th 1989 

An appraisal of the inflµence of 
electronics upon the resolution of the conflict. 

Exclusive ETI report 

Our aim in this article is to illustrate, by 
means of detailed incident reports, the 
scope and importance of electronics 

during World War Three. Over ten years has passed since that conflict and it is the 
release of previously classified material this month that has prompted this article. 

We cannot attempt, within this article, to 
cover comprehensively all the different types of EW (Electronic Warfare) such as 
ECM (Electronic Counter Measures) ELINT (Electronic Intelligence) and the rest. 
Rather we shall discuss some of the more important techniques and machines as 
they were applied in the war and thus hope to convey to the reader the atmosphere 
of the electronic 'dimension' of the most important conflict in history. 

Early Indications Are Ignored 
A full decade before the Soviet invasion of Germany in 1989, the United States had 
conducted naval exercises in which small EW detachments had convincingly beaten 
much larger forces merely by confusing and counfounding as opposed to attacking. 
Despite such early proofs and a continuingly improving capability in the West to 
exploit such techniques, the early days of WW3 saw the Soviets drive home the 
lesson the hard way - using markedly inferior equipment. 

Basic though their techniques were,the 
Soviets were able to effectively disrupt NATO front-line command structures 
for between two and four days until initially under strength EW forces were 
brought up to full effectiveness and a more unified command structure 
began to negate the initial Soviet advantage to some extent. 

The most striking usage of this wasth 
isolation and partial negation of the armoured divisions stationed in the Fulda Gap 
- the very area which had always been earmarked as the most likely for a massive 
strike by the forces of the Warsaw Pact. Indeed this is precisely what was to hap
pen, but not immediately as we shall show. 

The First Blows Are Exchanged 
On the morning of March 11th 1989 four Soviet armies smashed holes through the 
thin NATO line all along the front - but not at Fulda. Instead the tank 
forces stationed there were subjected to complete blanketing of their com
munications for 20 hrs. Commandos were dropped in behind them, disrup
ting land-lines and supply routes, totally confusing reports transmitted by 
that means. Ground to air missile sites were also destroyed removing air 
cover from the tanks - a vital defensive factor. 

Jammers blocked all usable radio ··:=:\ 
channels and so many conflicting reports were flooded in on supposedly ~,·::_ 
secure links that the division commander was effectively paralysed. In : / k 
addition the force was continuously pounded from the air by a variety of · ''?i\ 
aircraft, including the MIG 34 'tank buster' (a virtual copy of the Ameri- //;.?~ 
can Al0), which was used air-to-ground missiles capable of distinguishing :t\(f,.~. 
the more important targets by infra-red means. (A Leopard tank has a much , ?:::./ ,:, 
greater heat "signature" than a truck, for example.) ':.: .:., (':,,·;:., 
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The division's anti-aircraft vehicles, which 
used radar to 'lock' onto a target, were at first rendered ineffective by high flying 
Foxbat fighters which broadcast beams of high power radar energy at a swept fre
quency, causing the guns to track them instead of the swooping SU34s. In the end 
the gunners turned the radar trackers off and resorted to somewhat older methods 
to drive off the Russian aircraft - visual target acquisition. 

The Division Commander took the deci
sion to move his force away from the Gap early next morning in order to gain 
some relief from the ceaseless air attacks. He had received virtually no cover for 
over 12 hrs since a flight of Fl SC Eagles had decimated the Russian SU34s in a 
convincing demonstration of superior ECM (Electronic Counter Measures) and fire
power. Two Eagles were shot down, one by NATO missiles. 

As soon as the three German armoured 
divisions were moving, the Soviets struck. The massive Third Shock Army with 
nearly a 1,000 T-72 and T-82 tanks, over 500 field guns and mortars and upwards 
of a thousand other vehicles attacked through the Gap itself with heavy air cover. 

. The surprise was total. With most of the 
surveillance satellites having been taken out on the first morning and the division's 
communications effectively severed, NATO had no real way of knowing that such 
a force had been massed there. Aircraft photos had shown nothing except 'normal' 
military activity of a local and ill-defined nature. 

The only factor which saved the Germans 
from total anniliilation - and NATO's centre area from being overrun - was the 
positioning of 40 of the new SENtenEL tank killers along the fringes of the Fulda 
Gap area. These were automatic radar-assisted ' tank killers' which took out 30 of 
the front-line tanks in seconds as the Soviets passed through their fields of fire. 

Due to the SENtenEL's 'programmabi
lity' and silhouette recognition capability, 12 APCs (Armoured Personnel Car

riers) were also crippled before the attacking force realised they had not 
eradicated the enemy 'troops' ambushing them. The usual Soviet tactic of 

blanketing an area with artillery to supress enemy fire had destroyed many of 
the SENtenELs that had already fired their missiles and left the still active ma

chines untouched. 
The resulting confusion slowed the spear

head enough for the Germans to at least partially deploy and thus avoid being 
wiped from the map. Two first echelon Soviet tank divisions 'swept' the Gap to 
clear out what they still thought were NATO troops with anti-tank missiles. Mean
while every time AFV came into the SENtenEL's radar field it was attacked. 
Success rate was 95%, and the result of each attack was another area blasted by the 
Soviet forces in an 'overwatch' position further back. 

It took three hours to clear the area of 
machines, by which time the German Leopard tank divisions had swung around and 
started to attack the on-<:oming Russians thus slowing the advance. 

Later in the war, on March 18th, the 
Soviet 1st Guards Army was caught by the second SENtenEL enplacement west of 
Nurnberg and lost 17 T-72s to the missiles before they realised what was happening. 
Unfortunately, for them, a squadron of Lynx attack helicopters caught their forces 
still in confusion, and between them and the British Harriers no less than 150 
vehicles were lost in seven hours of protracted battle, before Foxbat interceptors 
drove the NATO planes off with heavy losses. 

Air Power Becomes All-Important 
This brings us onto air power and its role in the conflict. At the outbreak of the war 
both sides had been engaged in updating their forces. NATO's main figh ters were 
the American Fl SC and F16D, backed up by Tornado ADV (Air Defence Variant) 
and an assortment of other aircraft. The British relied mainly on the Tornado and 
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11th March 1989 
The Initial Position 

This sequence of four maps shows the troop 
dispositions at the crucial points in the con
flict. Russian· flags have been used to denote 
all Warsaw Pact forces, for reasons of clarity. 
Where possible NATO units are named and 
all designations are the most accurate which 
can be determined from this point in history. 
Arrows are used to denote intended attacks, 
and the front line is always shown in red. 
The first map (right) gives the initial dispo
sition and the directions of the primary Soviet 
thrust lines. Note that the main attack, 
_through the Fulda Gap, did not come until 
the morning of the 12th until the German 
armour in that area had been subjected -to an 
intensive ECM and a.ir bombardment. NATO's 
line came very close to breaking in the centre 
and it is probable that, if not for the success 
of the air forces on March 15 in decimating 
the Third Shock Army 's supply lines and 
destroying the covering Backfire and Foxbat 
squadrons in a dawn strike, the Soviets would 
have reached the Rhine after all. All armour 
reinforcements reaching Germany between 
the 12th and 19th were pushed into the line 
In the centre, attempting to stop the Soviets 
splitting the entire NATO battlefield in two. 

Below: Ministry Of Defence drawing of an 
early model SENtenEL tank kil!er- ~one of 
these Mk1s survived the war. It 1s th1S mach
ine which blunted the Soviet attack at Fulda 
In the opening days of WW3. _The Mk~ ~as 
armed with two Flashback ant1-AFV m1ss1les 
with a kill-range of 2000 yds. Once fired the 
missiles were auto-homing. The SENtenEL 
was capable of identifying over 20 diff:rent 
vehicle types and launching attacks with a 
success probability of 95% at 1000 yds or 
less. They were usually deployed along the 
edges of wooded areas, or in bushes. Later. 
models were capable of rotating areas of fire 
and 360° surveillance. ~~~ Res 
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20th March 1989 
Maximum Soviet Incursion 

This is as fa( as the Soviets got in the nine day 
assault. Once the invasion was seen to have 
failed in its aims, the Pact forces halted in 
place whilst the Kremlin considered. NATO 
counter attacks are shown in blue. Note that 
all failed to achieve their aim against very 
determined Soviet resistance. At this point 
the Warsaw Pact forces were undoubtedly 
strong enough to hold their ground, if not to 
expand the gains against stiffening NATO 
lines and total NATO air supremacy. However 
with the continuing influx of American mat
erials and multi-national troop build up the 
Soviets could not hold their superiority for 
much longer. One almost certain consequence 
of continued aggression would have been the 
annihilation of the Hannover pocket. Here 
the British Guards Divisions held on to the 
city against incredible odds, aided in no small 
way by the 1st USAF Air Group based near 
Guttersloh. With an almost total air umbrella 
they were able to continually repulse massed 
Soviet attacks, but could do nothing about 
the closing pincers behind them. 

Below: An American XMl E battle tank. This 
formed the 'backbone' of NATO armoured 
resistance during WW3 and repeatedly proved 
itself superior to any Russian AFV it was 
faced with in combat. On March 26th it was 
an XMl E force which suffered devastation by 
nuclear attack at Plzen in Czechoslovakia. The 
vehicles have been left in the position they 
were attacked to this day as a grim memorial 
to the futility of nuclear warfare. 



Harrier forces built up in the early eighties, although the three Fl 5 Eagle squadrons 
stationed in Britain did nothing to weaken her air defence. 

Early deliveries of the Fl 8 Hornet to 
Belgium, Germany and Netherlands amounted to some 120 craft by March 1989 
although not all were fully operational and thus undeployed. 

. The most capable of all the NATO planes 
remained the Eagle (Fl SC), now heavily modified and up-gunned with increased 
ECM since its first appearance some ten years earlier. The greatest improvement 
had been the addition of a Marconi 'short-scan' radar which designated targets for 
the Eagle's missiles in a manner designed to minimise detection. The ARG-17, 
which had been chosen previously, was found to be easily utilised by Russian RH 
(radar horning) missiles and had cost the Israelis some 12 aircraft a few years 
previous to the outbreak of hostilities in Europe. 

The Eagle's ECM capabilities now inclu
ded 'chaff' missiles - small pieces of aluminium foil fired out in a cloud to confuse 
radar horning weapons - extensive automatic jamming capability and a sophisti
cated air attack radar which was probably the best in use with any air force in the 
world. It is easily capable of designating and tracking over 20 targets simultaneously 
and initiating automatic defence of the aircraft when required. 

Several ground-attack aircraft were in 
operation, most notably the A-10 and the ubiquitous Harrier. These had stood the 
test of time very well and kept ahead of developments in weaponry such as the 
Soviet ZSU radar-tracking anti-aircraft AFVs and the SU34 - a copy of the Al0 
itself - which the Warsaw Pact had only recently deployed in strength . 

For the Soviets their MIG 25/29/30 Fox
bat and its derivitives were still the major aircraft. The craft was based upon a very 
large airframe and was thus capable of carrying huge payloads. Its ECM was no
where near that of any of the NATO front-line craft, but was adequate against 
older airplanes and missiles, but its armament was a good compensation. 

As mentioned previously one new appli
cation for the MIG 29 variant was an 'overwatch' function to protect the SU34 
tank destroyers by use of a powerful 'look-down' radar to confuse and distract the 
anti-aircraft gun tracking systems with an impossible target. 

The Foxbat remained the only Soviet 
craft able to carry the AA 12 Acid air-air missile which rivalled the Phoenix type 
used bt the USA F14 Tomcats (amongst others) in performance but was"twice the 
size and weight limiting its tactical value to an important degree. 

In the battle for Hannover which was 
miracuously held by the British Guards Divisions and units of the US 10th Army 
the NATO airforce was primarily able to defeat the Soviet Air Force due to the 
superiority of their planes in the dogfights for which they had been bred and the 
use of the longer range air-air missiles for interception duties such that it was 
possible for NATO craft to take out incoming attackers without the need to put 
themselves at risk by engaging at close enough range to be attacked themselves. 

Hannover was subjected to continuous 
air attack, as were the forces surrounding the city. The attacks were usually carried 
out by Backfire bomber squadrons from front-line airbases in E.Germany. However 
as the days passed and these airstrips took a steady beating from the Harriers and 
Fll ls of NATO's strike command, the Backfires had further to come and could be 
detected earlier as they flew high to avoid their own missile defences. This meant 
that interceptors could be despatched to meet them before they dropped down to 
a low altitude high-5peed target approach run during which detection was difficult. 

The Tomados were particularly success
ful at this, especially in poor weather, when their semi-active missile systems could 
be fully utilised. This type of weapon operates by use of a high power radar fitted 
to the interceptor itself, which 'illuminates' the target for the missile to home upon. 
Once close enough internal guidance takes over and guides the weapon to term. 

AWACS 
Fine control of front-line aircraft, on both sides\ was best effected by use of 
AWACS (Airborne Warning and Control System, planes. These were adapted 
bombers/airliners whose huge airframes had been literally packed with electronic 
information gathering and counter measure equipment. Their links to each fighter 
is supposedly ultra-5ecure and from their high flying patrol eosition they can over
look large areas of airspace from a large, and therefore safe, distance. 

Both airforces were naturally very keen 
to knock down the opposing control aircraft in order to make their own attacks 
upon enemy territory harder to counter. 

At the outbreak of war, NATO had some 
20 AWACs craft in positions from which they could be of assistance to the air 
forces over central Europe. Russia had 32 TU126 Moss (ex-bombers) deployed 
along the borders. Within a week losses on both sides exceeded 50%, and things 
were being stretched a little thin across the NATO lines. 
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MARCH 13: Commander, of the Fourth 
Soviet Guards Army take the salute from 
their victorious forces In the streets of Ham-

burg. Statues on the City Museum provide a 
striking counterpoint to the airborne armour 
on the streets. 

· · For example at the time of the Aachen 
attack, March 16th, NATO had only two AWACs in the correct postion. The app
roaching Backfires were only detected when they crossed the missile belt at well 
nigh Supersonic speeds. By the time the intercepting F16s caught them they were 
returning home after delivering a devastating chemical and explosive attack upon 
what the Soviets believed was the 14th Armour Reserves XMl tanks. In fact there 
were no armoured forces _i n Aachen at all, and the town was cor:npletely devastated. 
Eleven of the Backfires were brought down by the Fl 6s. 

· On the following day the Belgian Ai~ 
Force mounted an attack on the four Russian AWAC craft in the air whilst four 
squadrons of Harriers, Fl 1 ls and supporting Eagles and Tornados swept across the 
borders into Russia in a reprisal raid. The city of Orel was selected as being of 
approximately equal population, and the strike craft carried sufficient arms to 
inflict a suitably savage and direct response to the Soviet devastation. 

The Belgian Fl 6s attacked the first 
Soviet AWAC at four in the morning, three of them engaging the protecting Fox
. bats at close quarters to negate .the latter's greater-range missiles. The Fl 6s' man
o~uvreability allowed them to get into position against heavy ECM and missile 
assault and in the ensuing battle NATO brought down tlie MIGs successfully. MIG 
27 Floggers, more suited to dealing with the Fl 6s, had been called up to intercept 
but could not prevent the Belgians successfully destroying the TU126s with infra
red range missiles and - in one case when that failed - cannon fire. Nine Fl 6s were 
lost in the operation and several others severely damaged. · . 

· Th.e strike force, however, was not detec-· 
ted until it was over Russian territory, and sufficient aircraft reached the target to 
destroy it. Tactically the exchange was a defeat for NATO, whose losses totalled 
thirty-eight aircraft and the thousands of civilians killed in Aachen, but the point 
had been made, and area bombardment of civilian areas was to be avoided by both 
sides, where possible, throughout the war. Also the destruction of the Soviet AWAC 
craft severely hampered · Pact -1irforce operations and went someway to redressing 
the imbalance in numbers of aircraft available to the two si.tes. 

On March 19 NATO high command 
released 70% of the aircraft which had been held back for possible nuclear reprisal 
duties and the air war began to go the way of the West, despite NATO's continual 
attr(tion both on the ground and i_n the air. · 

Naval Operations In World War Three 
Despite the growth in Soviet nava_l forces throughout the seventies and eighties, 
their Navy was unavoidably hampered by lack of ready access to Atlantic ports. 
Since most of the war materials flowing into Europe would come from the USA 
across the Atlantic 'air-bridge' this is the verv spot at which that naval power could 
be best directed by the ~oviet military command. 

NATO had long taken widespread deploy
., ment' of the Soviet fleet as early warning of an impending major military action, 

and any attempt before the war to move large number~ of ships into the sensitive 
Atlantic and Mediterranean would trigger sufficient suspicion to make surprise 
attack impossible. The Soviets therefore decided to accept the tactical disadvantage 
of not deploying their fleet, preferring · instead to keep activity at a level which 
would not arouse NATO's suspicions prematurely. 
· · The only major Soviet naval force in the 

area at _ the ·outbreak of hostilities was thus a ' Kildin class' destroyer flotilla on a 
'goodwill ' visit to Cuba. This promptly 'vanished' on March 12 and wrought con
siderable mayhem in two air convoys, before being neutralised by British sub
marine attack. 'Over the horizon' missile capability in both ·sides meant that any 
large scale fleet action would more resemble Midway than Jutland. · 

· As it transpired the rapid deployment of 
British, American and French vessels prevented any chance of a major 'break
out' of Soviet ships, and the speed with which the war came to a conclusion was 
probably instrumental in ensuring a largely 'non,naval' conflict. 

Such minor actions as did occur took 
place mainly around Denmark during NATO's extensive minelaying operations 
Minesweeper forces clashed several times, and losses on both sides were fairly 
heavy. NATO lost seven destroyers and four minelayers (all to air-to-surface mis
siles) and took two Soviet cruisers and a destroyer in return. 

MARCH 11 : Elements of the Third Shock 
Army advance cautiously Into a SENtenEL 
field. A T-82 bums In the background, and 
both vehicles 542 and 54S were destroyed 

within minute of this photograph being taken. 
Older T62 and TS4 tanks were later employed 
to 'sweep' the area clear, as their loss could be 
deemed to be more acceptable. 
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24th March 1989 
Attempted Pact Stop Line 

The red "front line" .. shown here is almost 
exactly the -11 new frontier" which Moscow 
attempted to impose upon Europe. The dot
ted line shows where things went wrong -
mainly due to the failure of the Third Shock 
Army to hold the centre when retreating. 
Otherwise the Soviet forces fell back in per
fect order, and NATO's disruptive attacks 
were totally ineffective. The Pact forces them
selves put the Third Shock Army into a 
salient, by reordering their lines under heavy 
air attack. Army Group _Centre forces attack
ed it on either side wHilst the 10th US Army 
engaged the main force. On the 24th a com
mando attack by the SAS disrupted the 
communication and command control to an 
unprecendented extent and severe ECM 
hampered the Soviet response such that the 
10th US Army was able to complete an 

.encirclement, incurring he~vy losses in the 
process. The Soviet line now stood broken, 
and it is here the unfortunate incident that 
led eventually to the end of the war occurred. 
The 12th & 2nd German Armoured Divisions 
broke from Group Centre command and 
exploited the breakthrough. Immediately the 
border -was crossed, Soviet tanks rolled into 
W.Berlin - up to now curiously bypassed by 
Pact forces. It has remained in Soviet hands 
ever since. 

Below: SAAB JS37 all weather interceptots 
of the Swedish Air Force which were heavily 
involved in the attacks upon Russian AWAC 
aircrafL On this version up to eight radar 
homin~ or heat seeking missiles can be carr
ied, and a 20 mm cannon is fitted within the 
fuselage. In action they proved no match for 
the Foxbats with their massive Acid missiles . 
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26th March 1989 
Position At Time Of Nuclear Exchange 

The position at 14 :00 . on March 26th, when 
the nuclear exchange took place at Plzen. 
Nuclear blasts arc indicated by red circles. 
After the British & American refusal to enter 
E.German territory had been seen to be 
effective, the German calls for assistance to 
the 12th & 2nd Armour went unheeded. 
Eight fresh Soviet divisions were withdrawn 
from the Sino-Soviet border and sent to 'fill 
in ' in front of the Germans. Madcburg fell to 
the 2nd Division, at a cost of 70% losses, on 
the 26th . Meanwhile the 24th US Armoured 
Division had crossed onto Czech soil - with 
the consequence that it was nuked. Following 
the exchange, and the subsequent Czech 
isolation of Soviet forces in their country, it 
was the Kremlins ultimate nuclear threat 
which ended the war. 

Below: A detail taken from the 'Memorium' 
series of paintings by D.Rincon and hanging 
in the War Museum in London. This figure 
is believed to represent the continuing need 
for infantry, despite almost total mechani
sation of warfare, to occupy and hold tactical 
positions. Soldier ·based upon American 
marine, circa 1985, in anti-laser reflective 
garb. 
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The intelligence ship Vladimir Komarov 
was attacked and severely damaged by two F14C Tomcats of the USN on March 

·20th while running for port somewhere in the Baltic. This vessel was believed to be 
the centre of operations for the 'hunter-killers' which knocked out NATO's obser
vation satellites early in the war. Her appearance at this position without air cove~ is 
believed to be a major Soviet error - probably arising from confusion as to which 
squadron should have been guarding her at the time of the attack. 

The escorting destroyers shot down one 
of the Tomcats, but received several hits themselves. Following this incident the 
Kiev aircraft carrier and her two sister ships managed to keep the Americans at bay 
sufficiently to ensure a stalemate in the area with neither side taking undue risks. 

In the Atlantic such shipping as was lost 
was sunk mainly by submarine attack, which proved to be still the most difficult 
to defend against. Losses were heavy, but never at a level which was such that it 
could be termed "unacceptable" to military leaders. 

The Nuclear Nightmare Is Realised 
After the Soviet withdrawal to the original start line had gone awry and their Third 
Shock Army was isolated in W.Germany

1 
Federal German forces raced through the 

gap so created, wrecking ground-to-air missile sites and pushing through the second
line forces stationed ahead of them. The Russians rapidly shifted the 7th Tank 
Army to cover the Berlin approach. In the south the American 24th Armoured 
Division pushed into Czechoslovakia territory, against orders, and assaulted the 
tcwn of Plzen, pressing hard the Pact forces in the area. 

With Britain and America refusing to send 
forces into E.Germany, Hamburg and Kiel still in Russian hands and some eight 
divisions of fresh Russian armour being rushed from the Chinese border into 
Europe the situation was becoming more and more confused and unstable. 

On the morning of 26th March the 
Americans massed their armour, mainly XM-1 tanks, for a frontal assault on the 
Soviet Guards between them and Plzen. For some reason NATO could not at first 
discover why Soviet aircraft were conspicuous by their absence. Minutes later they 
found out. Seven 'tactical nuclear weapons' exploded along a four mile front 
instantly obliterating 150 tanks and killing 3000 men . A further 4000 were fatally 
irradiated and would die within a week at the outside. 

The 24th was effectively destroyed, but 
more important the war looked about to escalate. An American retaliatory strike, 
using Lance missiles, wiped out most of the town of Plzen and about 40 Russian 
tanks. Both sides had now employed nuclear weapons and it seemed almost certain 
that further exchanges would follow as a matter of course. 

It was the intervention of the Czechs 
which prevented this. Their isolation of Soviet forces on Czech soil, and refusal to 
take any further part meant that the Southern flank of the Pact was totally open to 
the American and German forces along the border. Further north the runaway 
German forces had taken Magdeburg and fighting was continuing fiercely. 
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MARCH 19: A SAAB of the Swedish Air 
Force follows down a burning Russian TU95 
AWACS craft. The Belgian F16D which made 
the kill is hidden in the photo by the smoke 
trail behind the Russian plane. As the Soviet 
craft had violated Swedish airspace the 
SAABs had been the intercepting fighters, 
but were unable to deal with protecting 
MIG 29s alone. 

It was the Kremlin ultimatum that ended 
WW3. If any further E.German territory were seized, nuclear attack upon the 
cities of W.Germany would follow. The fighting stopped and the talking began. 

Eventually NATO as a whole bullied 
W.Germany into agreeing to the terms, but not before the 12th German armoured 
division had been wiped out in a massive tank battle west of Magdeburg when they 
refused to stop fighting. NATO as a whole stood by, and the bitterness still lingers 
in parts of Europe because of this final pointless engagement. 

Summary 
The published intention of the Soviets leading up to the invasion was to annexe the 
block of W.German territory east of the Rhine. By their own reckoning they had 
nine days to achieve this before NATO could be stiffened sufficiently by the USA 
to render a satisfactory outcome - without nuclear escalation - unlikely. 

I f. Once it became clear that they could not 
achieve this they settled for a large 'chunk' of land including Kiel, Hamburg and 
Fulda to which they began to withdraw. Thanks to the destruction of the Third 
Shock Army, and the subsequent rash action of W.German troops this was not held. 
The Soviet use of nuclear weapons to stabilise a rapidly deteriorating military 
situation at Plzen led to Czechoslovakia withdrawing from the Warsaw Pact and the 
effective loss of that territory to Soviet Russia and her forces. 

And so the final gain to the Soviets was 
W.Berlin, and some 30 square miles of W.German land traded for the return of 
Hamburg and Kiel and the withdrawal of German troops from the huge salient 
created in E.Germany. (It is very doubtful if NATO could have held this territory 
militarily anyway.) They lost an enormous amount of prestige, and some 100 
million Eurodollars paid to W.Germany in reparation. 

It is ve·ry clear now that electronics was 
a vital factor in allowing W.Eur.ope to survive the attack. It provided the means 
whereby the enemy could be identified and engaged successfully. 

In the air war - which NATO won deci
sively - it outweighed the huge disadvantage of the West in terms of numbers 
and rendered it feasible for single aircraft-to be assigned daunting tasks with a good 
chance of success and of aircraft and pilot survival. 

With modern fighter craft now almost 
entirely automated, with the benefit of lessons learned in WW3, and RPFV (Robot
ically Piloted Fighting Vehicles) coming into service with Br1tain and America it is 
unlikely that, in the event of a fourth major conflict, human pilots would have 
anyt hing but a minor role to play supporting the machinery. 

The automatic SENtenEL tanks will 
almost certainly render large scale armoured forces unnecessary too, since their 
neutron-warhead missiles are effective against large formations and they can be 
safely assigned large patrol areas. They will be· in full service by 2008. 

. Electronics may have been a major force 
in WW3 but in any future war it will probably be the ONLY major force. The age 
of the robot war machine is not coming - it is already with us. 

l(J 

Ron Harris 
London, 
November 1999. 

My thanks to the Imperial war museum and the staff of NATO War Records, Brussels, for their assistance in researching this 
article. A more detailed account of the conflict can be accessed from Modmags on lndat 45681739072. 
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Birth Of The 
Information Age 

Over the last twenty odd years the glamour and prestige once gained by those 
people who owned a 'home computer ' has vanished. Compared with the systems 
that are available today the vintage 'home computers' incite more scorn than any 
other emotion. For those of us over the age of forty, the 70s were as much pioneer
ing days as the times of the American West or of Stanley and Livingstone. 

'Home Computing' 
The whole concept of 'home computing' as we knew it then .was to play 
around with microprocessors and systems, develop yet another game of Star Trek 
or do the accounts for the little shop around the corner. The staggering thing about 
those times was the almost total lack of interest in the existing information services. 
Technalogics, one of the pioneering firms in the field of bringing information and 
home computers together, had a system going as early as 1978. At that time we had 
Teletext available to us, what we now know as Channel 5. This "off-air" system was 
provided by both the BBC and the I BA as a free information service. All the con
sumer had to do was to purchase a suitably equipped TV and there it was. Also 
being developed, and released to the general public in 1979, was the system known 
as Viewdata. What was then the British Post Office succeeded in beating the rest of 
the world in providing an inf9rmatics netwcirk that connected the' television and the 
telephone together, hence giving land-line access to a vast data bank. Prestel, as the 
BPO called it, cost the user money, not a considerable amount it is true, but it 
wasn't free like Teletext. This proved to be one of the factors limiting the early 
growth of the system. The second and much more fundamental problem was that 
our overpaid and underworked electronics industry, at that time, simply couldn't 
make enough sets. Prestel became a common sight in places such as prestige hotels 
and private company offices, but not in people's homes. 

This situation changed dramatically between the years of 1980 and 1981. The 
BPO was reshaped by the Conservative government, and Prestel became an auto
nomous section of the British Telcom Network. Despite the poor response in its 
home country the system had been a major success abroad, leading to a global 
service in late 1980. This, as many times before, brought the Far Eastern electronics 
industry into the game and the availability of suitable TV sets increased dramatic
ally. From this inauspicious beginning sprang the whole informatics industry that 
we rely on today. 

Closed User Groups 
As early as '83 the use of home terminals had begun to be commonplace, 
admittedly it was limited to those whose companies were farsighted enough to 
introduce Homework for their senior executives. The whole concept of being able 
to work effectively from home rested on the supply of suitable information. From 
the earliest days of Prestel it had been envisaged that groups of people would wish 
to store and access their own material on the system. To this end a system known 
as the CUG or Closed User Group had been built into the service. Members within 
the group naturally had access to all the normal public data, ranging in those days 
from the latest Stock Exchange prices through Consumer Association reports to 
British Airways timetables. However the public did not have access to the 
CUG's own data base material, making the system ideal for company re
ports to be circulated and amended within the confines of their own 
staff. Today, even whilst writing this historical article I shall probably 
assess more reference material on both the public 'net and my various 
private information 'net than I shall glean from written material. The 
final building block of what we all know as lndat was the development 
of Telesoftware. This began even when the only system available was 
Teletext, and was conceived as being a cheap and viable method of trans
mitting computer programs between users. In those days linking com
puters by telephone for private use · was frowned upon by the b~reau
cratic giant of the BPO! Telesoftware was thought of as being a 
method by which the growing band of 'home 
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Henry Budgett, 

ex-home-computer- enthusiast, 

brings us up to date 

computer' addicts could access a central software bank, much as they could access 
any other information. The system naturally spread onto the emerging Pres~el 
system whereupon it promptly ran into the oldest snag of all - standards. Coin
cidences never look quite so surprising in retrospect, in late 1979 we had had a 
specification produced for microcomputer bus systems, then known as E78, by 
mid 1980 a similar specification had been produced for Telesoftware. What was 
coincidental you may ask. Well, amazing as it was then, both were seized upon and 
you use them today without even a second thought, the names have got a little 
changed though. 

Euronet 
Out of the great melting pot of the early computer addicts had arrived a 
series of innovative systems, ideas and proposed standards. All that was left wanting 
was the glue to stitch them together and that came in the proposal for Euronet. 
Even by standards then, Euronet was an old idea but the availability of Teletext, 
Prestel and a growing band of enthusiasts and far-sighted businessmen helped 
change the white elephant into a golden goose almost overnight. The original 
proposal was for a data communications network running between the main Euro
pean capitals - mainly for government use. The whole concept was changed to one 
of a maximum free access information service, based on Prestel with a Telesoftware 
bank. Each member country had either bought a Prestel system or was using one of 
the fast growing band of competitor systems such as Teledon, and hence could 
support its own .needs. The system swept aside all charges apart from the basic cost 
of the equipment and normal phone tariffs and the Information Providers leased 
out storage from the various member countries to maintain the database. By the 
spring of '85 the system was up and running in six European countries. 

It was inevitable that the system should go along the lines of Prestel and 
connect up to both the US and the Far East. By the late '80's Euronet had become 
simply I nfonet or just 'net as we call it today. 

Technology 
The changes that have taken place as far as technology is concerned are three
fold. The first, and possibly most obvious, is the reduction in cost of the systems. 
The first Technalogics system was sold for around £2000, and was the cheapest 
then available. The technology it used was, by today 's standards, rather crude. 
Within a year the system was being re-thought owing to the availability of new 
processors and cheaper, larger memory systems. Because the system had been 
wisely designed on an OEM style, changes to various sections were easily accom
plished, the capability went up and the price fell. Within five years competitive 
systems were available based on a single board structure, offering vast memory 
capacity and greater power to process the information. 

The second, and related, change has come about because of the acceptance 
and indeed demand, that processors should be fully compatible. The acceptanc~ 
of the, then, E78 bus system by the hobbyist and manufacturers caused a large 

number of truly interchangeable systems to be obtained.Because of this the 
user rapidly came to accept, if not demand, the system to have a full me
mory complement, multiprocessor capability - and hence still more me
mory, as well as full system software as part of his package. 

The third, and most obscure, advance came when the BPO was split 
up. This removed a vast number of restrictions governing access to the te
lephone network, the general public could in short hook up their systems 
to ~he existing services. It also meant that the number of suppliers of 
equipment expanded at a vast rate. .· 

A typical home terminal system nowadays combines several services 
The basic television now uses a flat screen, removing the unit from mobi: 
lity restrictions and allowing it to be wall mountable. All the televisions 
made since 1988 have included video terminal inputs and hence our 

operating console is the only connection. Fibre 
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Above. The original Technaloglcs home 
computer system with built-In Teletext ;and 

Pres tel capability. Capable of being equipped 
with disks ;and printers It represented the first 
low cost Intelligent terminal for home use. At 

the 1979 price of about £2000 It was a 
quarter of the cost of ;any competitors. 
Above RighL One of the e.arly business 

terminals, this one was produced by Pye ;and 
called Visa. Output was black ;and white and 

It gave TV as well. 
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optics have advanced technically over the last decade and,becau~e of the gros~ ?ver
crowding in broadcasting, caused Britain to take 'cable' TV seriously. Surpnsmgly 
the use of FOLs (Fibre Optic Links) in the telephone field has been slow to expand. 
Interconnections between the television and phone systems installed in the home 
are however now generally fibre based. The average system allows con_trol over 
Teletext (Channel 5) and lndat, as well as giving access to any other available _on
line service. Many have the option of allowing home system control and reporting. 
The number of people engaging in Homework, including the author, is rapidly o_n 
the increase as a direct result of both fuel price increases and the simple fact that 1t 
is easier to work in your own way, than to commute to a hostile office environ
ment. 
Information Growth 
Information available on-line today, via lndat, ranges from the standard Info
net service through normal number crunching machines to esoteric databases such 
as a wide range of scientific, industrial and educational material. Because of the 
in-built communications facility in each terminal one can transmit virtually any
thing from text (such as a letter or this article) to digitally encoded data from a 
scientific experiment. The header code on each packet will contain both the source 
and destination addresses which can be another user or even your own office's 
hard copy unit. 

Data security has been a much discussed aspect of remote terminal operations. 
In much the same way as General Radio has each transceiver equipped with a 
unique code device, all commercial terminals today are built in the same manner. 
Not only does this allow each set to be traced in cases of fault or misuse but if you 
transmit a packet to a user whose terminal has gone down it will then use your own 
code to come back, thus telling you that it had not been received. 

The second aspect of data security is coding or encryption. Once again most 
terminal manufacturers offer a standard encoding chip with the terminal. Standard 
encoding is a statistical oddity, the code structure is generally known but the time 
taken_ to break any. given code sequence is around fifty years. By that time your 
data 1s probably going to ~e out of date anyway! For those with a high security 
data problem there are various software systems which are available but these do 
tend to cost more. 

Because of the remote access situation people like myself tend to do almost 
all our routine work from home. The range of material on the 'net is so vast that I 
can generally access any given piece of data quicker through the terminal than by 
any other means. Although working at home is a better solution for me J still have 
to get out and mee! people, and even go into the office once a week. When this 
article has been finished off to my satisfaction I will simply transmit it to the 
office where the team of sub-Editor~ will chew it about before passing it onto the 
comp room _where the next stage 1~ for the various printing instructions to be 
~dded. At ~1s stage the whole lot rap~dly disappears to the printers and is compiled 
into what will be pages of the magazine. As you are well aware there is a choice of 



microfiche and film output as well as the standard text and lndat forms. I will get 
my revised text back for checking within twentyfour hours, direct from the printer 
of course, and then the whole process will be repeated until everything is correct. 
All of this is done electronically, and generally it will use a private 'Net for the in
house transmission and the public service for the inter-user transmissions. 

Looking back on the last twenty years one feels a sense of regret for anyone 
who is just starting, they've missed all the fun . The social implications of the 
information explosion are enormous but in general I think it is fair to say that the 
Informed Society is better off today because of it. 

USER TERMINAL EQUIPMENT LOCAL 
- - - - - - -. - ---' - ; ~ - - - -; - - - - - -- - - - - - - -TELEPHONE NETWORK 

Typical Residential Terminal , , 

Broadcast TV 
,..-------. (Incl channel S) 

message 
keyboard 

□~1111 
0000000 
000 0 000 

0000000 

Editing Keyboard 

From other Local : 
Telephone 
Exchanges 

Local 
Telephone 
Exchange 

Below. How the information gets between 
you and the systems. Although this is a much 
simplified diagram It shows the three main 
sources fo information and their connections 
through the telephone system to the main 
Information Centre. In this case we have 
shown the main lnfonet computer but it 
could obviously be one of the many other 
public or private data bases. Communication 
between data bases can be either by land line 
or satellite link. 

INFONET 
Satellite or 
Landline 

To other . r-f 
lnfonet Cen tres)-

Information 
Data base: 

lnfonet Computer Public Business 
and Resi dential 
Information 

Centre 

Private 
Company 
information, 
CUG 's etc. 
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Making Rings 
Around Our P anet 

Ian Graham 
finds a jeweller 

in orbit 

skylab-10 has now been booste.d to a higherorbit,welloutside the influence of. 
the Earth's atmosphere and its full complement of four Extra Terrestrial Industries 
(ETI) modules are operational. 

The station has seen a number of changes since it was launched two years ago. 
Originally it consisted of two converted fuel tanks, each 40 metres long and weigh
ing in at 90 tonnes, joined end to end. The Power and Propulsion Module (PPM) 
carried three pairs of solar panels (one lateral and two diagonal) and the main 
engine. The main engine is an antique by today's standards. It's an old shuttle 
engine, beyond its shuttle operational lifetime, but still capable of occasional burns 
to relocate Skylab. 
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Moonbase Mare-2's high gain Earth 
communications antenna was used to relay 

data between Earth and Moon on the 
worsening power situation at the base. The 

antenna, designed by Tele-World in Canada, 
was the first major structure to be purpose
built on the Moon's surface. The structure, 

whose mass Is only one six th that of 
comparable terrestrial antennae, was ferried 

to the Moon in its component parts by 
Seienocraft - the forerunners of the present 
Earth Transport fleet. The antenna is used as 

a landmark by Earth Transport craft pilots, 
who still prefer to make a manual final 
appr,oach with computer•assisted visual 

landing aids. However, using the minehead 
navigation beacon systems, the landing 

procedure could be computer controlled 
from de-orbit to touch-down . 
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The original three pairs of solar arrays have been replaced by NASA's new high 
efficiency photovoltaic arrays, which produce more power fr?m 30% of th_e pre
vious working area. This has allowed the new arrays to be mco_rporat~d in the 
maintenance and rescue craft docking spars, which reach out on either side of the 
PPM . 

The first ETI module followed Skylab-10 into Earth orbit only two months 
after its launch . It was delicately manoeuvered into position by two strap-on 
Close Manoeuvering (CM) engines controlled from the nearby shuttle O~egon . The 
operation nearly came to grief when a motor on one of the CM engines stuck 
momentarily with its throttle wide open, sending the ETI module spi~ning wildly 
end over end. After eight seconds the fail-safe engine control was triggered . The 
engine thrust itself was used to close a fuel supply valve, shutting down the engine. 

This was the first Skylab to be opened for commercial operations. Manufac
turing proposals were invited from companies in the Space Agency participating 
countries. Predictably, 95% of the applicants were from America and Europe 
North. However, one applicant, thought to be an outsider in the space stakes, was 
awarded an early place in the orbital manufacturing program. 

Ringing The Changes 
If you're getting engaged next year, your engagement ring may well come from 
Skylab-10. The Dutch diamond dealers G & F Schuckman (who also own the 
Mousener chain of jewellery shops) are to be the first European firm to participate 
in the Orbital Industrial Applications (OIA) program. The program has been used so 
far by American electronics and light engineering firms to produce semiconductor 
devices, high quality castings, and perfectly spherical bearings for military and 
research applications. The new Bri t ish-designed SENtenEL tank uses exclusively 
zero-g titanium bearings in its turret assembly. The combination of zero-g bearings 
and high pressure CO2 mountings allows the massive fi fteen tonnes barrel and turret 
assembly to be driven by just two small electric motors, each roughl y the size of a 
man's fist. 

The Schuckman brothers claim that orbital transport and unit processing costs_ 
have decreased to the point where it is now economical to make high quality 
jewellery using automatic production techniques specially developed for tJ1e OJA 
program. 

Gold Bullets 
After teething problems earlier this year, the system is ready to begin full-scale 
production. Magazines of finished diamonds are to be ferried to Earth orbit by an 
unmanned shuttle. The magazines are plugged into ports along the side of the space 
station. Meanwhile , the gold, in the form of 10mm long 'bullets', is liquified in an 
on-board solar furnace. The Sun's energy is focused on the furnace by a 60m 2 array 
of parabolic mirrdrs orbiting some 100 metres from , and under the control of, the 
station . 

The liquified gold is pumped into six reaction chambers into which the maga
zines also feed one diamond at a time. One early problem involved the correct 
orientation of the precious stones in the magazines. Rings were being returned to 
Earth from the first trials with stones fitted upside down. The problem was over
come by a simple modification to the shape of the probe which injects each dia
mond into the reaction chamber. 

Each stone is held in a 3-part mould inside a pressurized cylinder. When the 
cylinder is evacuated, sufficient gold is sucked in from the furnace to make one 
ring. The finished rings are dumped into a capsule which can be collected by the 
automatic shuttle that brings the raw materials. 

Unskilled Finishing 
Although the rings require finishing by hand when they are returned to Earth, this 
can be done by unskilled staff. The Schuckman brothers will gradually reduce their 
present staff of 64 skilled technicians to two. The last two men will be responsible 
for designing and making the moulds to be carried in Sky)ab-10. The cash savings 
from almost completely dispensing with their skilled staff will enable Shuckmans 
to more than meet the costs of orbital production . 

. Jewellery production will only occupy a tiny fraction of Skylab-lO's time as 
each ring can be finished in approximately eight seconds. Within the next year e~ch 
reaction chamber should be fitted with a different mould and the moulds will be 
replaced with new designs· every fortnight, allowing Shuckman's to fulfill annual 
manufacturing quotas for their in-house engagement rings in only three months. 

At present the system is designed to produce rings with a single stone, but 
trials are beginning now on a new multi-probe injection tool and magazines which 
should be capable of coping with several stones of different shapes and sizes. 
Ultimately, the rings will be finished automatically on-board Skylab-1 0 requiring 
only a final inspection on their return to Earth. ' 



Power Sharing 
Ring production docs no t continue for the entire fortnight. All reac tion tanks are 
equipped with their hardware and raw m,1tcnal requ irements at the beginning of 
each fortnightly operational period. Power is then allocated to each process accor
ding to requirements and availab le supplies. 

Military Lion 
Production of military spec PLAs st ill takes the lion 's share of power. Almost half 
a million chips arc produced each day. Each circular grid of substrate carrying 500 
chips can be finished in only 40 seconds. The grid is tlll'n turned over Jnd the 
individual chips separated off by two mutually perpendicular rotating-mirror 
lasers. 

Skylab-11 
Nasa's new target for completion of Skylab 11 is June 2000. There is al ready a 
waiting list fo r ETI Module Space, so, unless you qualify for last-minute consider
ation under the 'advancement-of-science' or 'medical breakthrough' clauses of Nasa 
charter, you will have to wait until January 2001 to file your application (for the 
0IA2 program). 

,We will shortly have access to the technical specifications of Skylab 11 . To 
advance-order your copy use Indal 924371594. 
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ye o 
Keith Brindley 
helps you think 
out loud 

~----- -- -- ------ - -- ----- J 

Fig.1. Wiring Diagram. Connect the four 
components with XG0072 FOL. A meuf 
conuiner has to be placed around the area 
indicated and this should be connected to OV. 

Fig.2. The 'Query Detector', which retrieves 
the audio from Omega waves. 
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Thanks to the adaptation of a non-standard ana
logue/digital programming technique, now avail
able on the ETI computer, we proudly present 

the latest in psycho-electronic musical effects - the ETI Psycho-Symphonia. 
In the early part of this decade, work undertaken in the 

main psycho-electronic laboratories of the continent defined a new phenomenon on 
the electro-magnetic spectrum - the Omega wave. The project team involved in this 
enterprise were working on the theories and hypotheses given by the famous mathe
maticians, Albert and Stein, in their 1989 series of lectures which earned them a 
Nobel prize that year. The main postulate of their theories was that any creative 
thought in the brain would produce an electromagnetic waveform, which is of acer
tain frequency and magnitude, dependent on the strength and type of creative 
thought. 

Therefore, a musical thought would have a waveform 
contained in a different part of the spectrum to say, a visually creative thought. 

Within just a couple of years, the research teams had 
found the various spectra which emanate from the brain and grouped them all 
under the term Omega waves. Once the waveforms had been isolated and studied, 
the next step was to design a transducer to enable the waves to be identified as the 
bio-electronic product of the original thought, i.e, if we think a sound, then that 
sound will be given at the output of the transducer. 

But, this seemingly simple task has proved to be one of 
the most difficult ever faced by some of the greatest scientists in the field, and it is 
only within the last two years that an answer has been found. So, because the pro
cess is still in the early stages of development, with only about 25% of the available 
orchestral instruments bio-recordable, the ETI Psycho-Symphonia is definitely one 
for the expedmenter. You will find upon completion, that the device is capable of 
producing the simpler sounds of instruments such as the flute, piccolo and in some 
cases the violin - in other words, any instrument which gives a relatively uncom
plex waveform. The more complicated the waveform, the more difficult it is to 
discern between sounds, although a few hours practice should increase the defi
nition. (See footnote) 

Construction 
The area within the broken lines in Figure 1, has to be 

'screened' - a term which died out in the early '80s as digital audio and video tech
niques became commonplace. The term merely signifies that a metal container be 
placed around that part of the system and tied to O volts. This is necessary because 
to pick up Omega waves from the inherently non-digital brain operation, we have to 
resort to quasi-linear amplification techniques. We appreciate that it is a bit messy 
(but not half as messy as fitting a multi-pole socket in the skull), although with care 
you should have little problem. Remember, if you do need advice, get in touch with 
our comP_uter and speaking slowly and clearly, in a broad Texan drawl, ask for our 
fault-finding program. 

How It Works 
The next section, formed by PLA 2, is an Omega amp

lifier which simply amplifies the Omega waves, whilst leaving all other frequencies 
unamplified. 

The query detector is so called because of its foldback 
characteristics (not becau~e V(e could~'t think of what to call it), of bias voltage 
versus clock frequency which 1s shown in the graph of Figure 2. 

As can be seen, the device is linear at all higher biasing 
v~l!:a:ges but! a_t the critical ?ias voltage giyes a yirtual reversal of phase coherence, 
within the limits of the a~d10 range that is_. This stage gives a very low mutual bio
con~uctance output, and its_ overall effe~t 1~ to change the signal corresponding to 
the inputted Omega waves into an audio signal, of varying frequency amplitude 
and timbre, which can then be pas~e? on to the n~xt stage in preparatio~ for store. 

The d1g1tal sampler 1s a standard Brown trigger type 
but with the added advantage of low 1/P impedance - necessary of course to match 
the mutual bio-conductance 0/P of the previous stage - the query detector. 



• 

on1 
Setting Up Procedure 
Position the sensor at the 
rear of the head, just 
behind the left earlobe, 
as this is the area of the 
brain which seems to 
produce the Omega waves 
and see what happens as you 
think of a sound produced by 
a musical instrument. 

Footnote: 
Previous to this important 
discovery, it was thought 
that the only way to pro
duce waveforms correspond
ing to the brain 's creative 
activity waselectro-neural ly, 
i.e, with a direct physical 
connection to the brain 
using electrodes.This is,of 
course, quite a messy pro- · 
cedure involving brain 
surgery with only a 96% 
success rate, although 
the whole task is now 
a program-controlled 
computer operation 
developed by a team 
of the world's leading 
brain surgeons, led by 
Professor Zeal Angusto. 
The team specify a 
standard bus system direct
ly interfaceable with the 
majority of available micro
computers. The main disadva 
tage is that the system entails 
insertion of a 32-way multi-pole 
socket mounted on the rear of the 
head. The electro-physical technique 
used in the ETI Psycho-Symphonia 
negates the need for any direct physical 
connection to the brain and is therefore 
much more favourable to the home user. 



Halvor Moorshead reports on 
the demise of broadcasting 

On-Air', the red-light warn ing in our broadcasting studios,may soon be a mis
nomer. In a major report (lndat 294174356) the Aldis Committee have ·recom
mended that only the 500 MHz below 2 GHz be allocated to TV broadcasting 
after 2020. 

It says that FOLs should be extended to 99.6% of the homes in Europe North 
including those in isolated communities. Urban users should subsidise those in 
remote areas. Limited broadcasting of TV will still take place to cater for portables 
and mobiles and for those outside the FOL networks. 

The Aldis Committee was set up to study the implications of System II TV, the 
proposed high definition television. This, as reported in ETI 9809 produces a 
picture with an aspect ratio of 8 : 3 (nearly cinemascope) with 1501 lines and with 
a frame frequency of 60 Hz. With a definition of 2300 elements per line each 
System II transmission will occupy 65 MHz - ten times the current bandwidth. 

The broadcasting organisations say that they could introduce System II within 
two years of a decision on the transmission medium. Prototype equipment now sits 
in R & D labs ready for the day that legislation will make it safe to start manufac-
turing. · 

The Aldis Committee recommend that System II is adopted with whatever 
amendments to the technical specification are decided at the Chicago Conference 
to be held in January. At this Conference it is expected that the whole world will 
adopt System 11 as their 'se::cond stage' system - that is with the exception of the 
French Region, who have their own plans and cheekily call theirs Systeme 111 (they 
have already gone ghrough the 819 and 625 line standards). 

In the USA, the FCC has granted permission for the new standard to be used 
experimentally on cable networks and some manufacturers have provided TV sets 
with • built-in standard convertors to enable existing transmissions to be screened 
on the new sets - albeit at reduced definition. 

SYSTEM I & SYSTEM II COMPARED 

i 
1501 LINES 

........___ _____ .......,,____J ! 
SYSTEM 11 

! 
. ,. 

+5 LINES 

___., 
nMHz rn+l00]MHz 

I . . . I 

SYSTEM I . i 
In a 100 MHz band you can fit 15 System I channels or 1½ System II channels. 
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FREQUENCY ALLOCATION 
(European Television) 

01961-1989 ~ 1989-2020 0 2020 

1·5 GHz 1-6 1-7 1·8 1·9 2GHz 

~ ~ ·B ·9 1GHz 

0 100 200 300 500MHz 

Above: Grey shading shows FOL areas (75%, 
or more, homes 'wired'} in 1999. Brown areas 
show expected FOL coverage in 2010. It will 
probably be 2020 before the Aldis 
committee's get their wish for 99.6% of 
homes in Europe North fitted with FOL. 
Far Left: Simple comparison of System I and 
System II , comparing definition/screen-size 
possibilities and bandwidth. 
Left : TV broadcasting is taking over the RF 
spectrum, but when the recommendations of 
the Aldis committee are implemented, TV 
dom ination will be restricted to the 500 MHz 
below 2 GHz. 
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MUSIC IN A DIGITAL 
WORLD 
Steve Ramsahadeo looks at the contributions made 
to the music industry by digital 
electronics ~-~~: ~ --- ~. -~,._,.. __ 
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TO SHOW HOW THINGS HAVE CHANGED OVER THE LAST 19 YEARS, BELOW WE REPRINT ON E 
OF OUR ADS FROM 1980 BESIDE OUR CURRENT LIST OF PUBLICATIONS. 

MODMAGS 
1999 

This Issue of ETI was compiled by computer cross-matching your 
Interest profile with the file of articles published by Modmags in 
the last month. The articles shown below were not Included In 

this Issue but were found to be peripheral to your Interests. 

lndat Number 

32945771526 

14427172614 

41551278541 

91543471236 

14772979411 

Add-on Cantonese unit for the ETl
tal ker (project) . 

Laser-powered model space shuttle (kit 
review) . 

Vortex diode controller PLA - new 
device from Texola. 

Mail terminal for your car : add-on pro
ject for your IAC. 

CIEEL explained. 

31298271254 Inside the McD23 nuclear plane. 

44166277124 Cutema report on Homework 991105. 

14519176162 System II technical standards. 

15964378955 Voxprint on the cheap. 

29146771256 Further adventures of The Mad Profes-
sor. 

27941376142 L-Field experiments for the beginner. 

37146572191 3D TV - Survey of available units. 

38479676453 Ten years after ; a report on the micro
wave power beam system in the Canary 
Islands. 

23124374635 The European Motors' 13 tested on the 
road. 

11213475544 The Pioneer XP-19 disc player reviewed. 

44326579987 Build your own ZIRRA robot. 

44325677432 101 War games for Christmas. 

44321177112 Barry Conway interviewed (on electro
nic implants) . 

10220079099 Weather management in N. Africa. 

77666574398 101 projects using the ETI replicator. 

Order from your local lndat source. If you have any problems or 
queries contact Mod mags on 01-43 7-10025 

TOP PROJECTS 
Book 1 + 2: £2.50 + 2Sp P&P. 
Master mixer, 100W guitar amp., low power laser, printmeter, 
transistor tester, mixer preamp., logic probe, NI-Cad charger, loud
hailer, 'scope calibrator, electronic ignition; car theft alarm, turn 
indicator canceller, brake light warning, LM3800 clrcu!ts, temper
ature alarm, aerial matcher, UHF-TV preamp., metal locator, four 
input mixer, IC power supply; rumble filter, IC tester, Ignition 
timing light, SOW stereo amp. and many more. · 

Book 3: SOLD OUT! 
Book 4: fl.00 + 25p P&P. 
Sweet sixteen stereo amp., waa-waa, audio level meter, expander/ 
compressor, car theft alarm, headlamp reminder, dual-tracking 
power supply, audio 111llllvoltmeter, temperature meter, intrude~ 
alarm, touch switch, push-button dimmer., exposure meter, photo 
timer, electronic dice, high-power beacon, electronic one-armed 
bandit. .. · 

Book S: £1 .00 + 2Sp P&P. 
SW stereo amp., stage mixer, disco mixer, touch organ, audl6 
limiter, infra-red intruder alarm, model .train controller, reactlOf'! 
tester, headphone radio, STD timer, double dice, general purpose 
power supply, logic tester, power meter, digital vo1tm'eter, univer
sal ti.mer, breakdown beacon, ~cart rate monito'r, 1B metal.loc~to~, 
temperature meter ... · 

Book 6: fl .00 + 25p P&P. . . 
Graphic equaliser, 50/1 OOW amp. modules, active crossover, flash 
trigger, "Star and Dot" game, burglar alarm, pink noise generator, 
sweep oscillator, marker generator, audio-visu.il metrOnoine, . LE!) 
dice, skec~ ga!"e, lie detector, di~co light show . .'. • . . 

ELECTRONICS TOMORROW 
Comprised entirely of new material, the edition covers such 
diverse topics as Star W_ars and Hi-Fi! The. magazine . contains 
projects for everyone - none of wHich have appeared In ETI .
and a look at the future of MPUs, audio, calc_ula~ors: and video. 
How can you not read It? . 75p + 25p_ P&P. 
ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT DESIGN 
Vols.1, 2& 3. · ' 
(Vol. 3 published Spring 1980). The best articles reprinted from 
ETI to help you design your own circuits. 

. Each Vol. £1.25 + 2Sp P&P. 

ELECTRONICS - IT'S EASY 
Our successful beginners series came to an end some time ag(? no_w, 
and the wliole series is available from us in reprint form. One book 
contains all the information presented fn the-series (some.times In 
more detail!) and provides an ·excellent starting point for anyone 
interested in learning the art of electronics. q .60 + soi, p-"p· 

ETI CIRCUITS 
Books 1 & 2. . 
Each volume contains over 150 circuits, mainly drawn drom the 
best of our Tech-Tips. The circuits are indexed for rapid selection 
and an additional section Is Included which gi:,-es transistor sp~cs, 
and plenty of other useful data . .Sal~s of this publication have ·been 
phenomenal - hardly surprising when the circuits cost under 1 p 
each! · fl_-50 + .2Sp P&;P each. 

TOP PRO) ECTS 
Book 7: £1.25 + 2Sp P&P. 
ER II loudspeaker, CGD phaser, 3-channel tone control, bass 
enhancer, continuity tester, bench supply, LCD digital multimeter, 
digital frequency meter, wide range oscillator, ETI wet, egg timer 
house alarm , porch llght; torch. find.er, lighl ,dimmer, IB metai 
locater, electronic bo~gos, puzzle of the drunken sailor, race track 
ultrasonic switch, tic-tac radio, rev counter, Transcendent 2000' 
s1>irit level. . · . . · · ·. . ' 

ORDER FROM 
Specials Modmags Ltd., 145 Charing Cross Road, London WC2 
Postage and packing also refers to overseas. Send remittance In 
Sterling only. Please mark t_he back of your cheque oi- PO with 

· our name and address. 
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~ Jeni ... 
entet the-time-tunnel 

·. next mi.lJenium/. ;;~ spec:uta 
- - - . ,. 

~ what we will· find at the far e 
=- . . - ·,. . 

This way for a new-~ecade, a ne"". century, a new millenium._l~ th~ next twelve . , 1-: 
issues of ETI we will lead you throogh the Year Of Transition mto -2001. It . 1 

will not be an easy journey: on either side of the path 'false prophets·will · ·' • 
tempt you with their short-c\lts to Utopia. Here's a quick sketch of what ~\>e: 11 ,; .'." : 
c.over: , . . . ,, 

ETI January and Fe!iruary 2000: In these issues we will examine the future.of ., . • : 
artificial intelligence. We pre.diet no shortage of intelligent resources as we .kno.)V • ~ 
them today. Rather, machine development will concentrate on•finding higher forms . _'j 
of intelligent thought, and developing machine creativity (see ETI May 2000), · 

ETJ. March and April 2000: Today's fusion energy adequately. meets· out oeeds, , 1 
and will do so for the next decade or tv. o. But will we ever have another Energy· _ • ··1 
Crisis.like the on~ of fifteen years ago? In these issues we will look at possible uses • 1 
for super energy (anything needing .a billion or more t1mes the energy available , 
today). We ask jf time travel, super speed spacecraft, etc, will ever be fact? An·d 
could we produce.super energy if we hav-e a use f or it? · . 

, ~Tl May and June 2000: These issues will loo'k at current work in artiJiciar 
cr~tivity and predic_t .its future. Developments ~ill bf: dr.!f11atic. Machine 'culture \ . ., 
will develop - creative though.ts from one machine "".Ill diffuse to others and they_ • ·• 

,will build upon them. Man will attempt to keep the process under contro_l -aflqw: ·: .• ·i 
ing- separate _machine cultures to develop {to keep the culniral range broad) ana · 
mergin1f cultures perio'dically (the most producti~ creative technique cun:ently 
known). Machine art .will facilitate creating -exciting new environments for the 
stimulatiO[l of humanity. . . . . . - . ; · : 

ETI July . .and August 2000:· The reality of Person~lised ~fachine Brains "!ill 
. present:a contraversial topic in the second' decade. it will be possible, by 2011·, to:·~~ 
have a -pers.onal computer who's only function is to take the strain off your br11in. "-· 
Unlike the personal computers that have been around for the last 25 years; the hew_ · 
PMBs will be permanently_linked to your body. Buying educational soTtware·wjll be.• 
almost as .good as going to college (you .will be able to think directly in· tne soft• , -. 
. ware's logic), .skills can· be loaded for as long as you need them, -artistic packages:.· Y. 
will enable you to dance to the limits of_ your body'.s ability, recreation packages ~~· , 
will provide dream scenarios- for your. imagination (opponally available for:, those-_-,.: , •: 
who don't have any!) to . explore, and interfacing to th~ world 's data 'banks and · ~. ,, 
communications network.s will be quicker than blinking! ·) - . · • ., 

ETI September and oi;·tober 2000: We predict an end to this·decade!s1dra.matlc;' ~ • , 
:increase in modelling. Things have gone too far when models are.accurately. pi'edic· 
ting.far more events than we can sensibly anticipate and half the world's machines . 

. .. are 'ti7c! up in c~ll~i;tin~ data~ k~ep the· l!.10f!els :Unning. ~ut it willoe.fears . .of ·.a • 
.. :mach1!1e ,:nod_els mcreas1~gly d1ctat1~g e~e~ts .~a~er _than sill}ply_pfedicting them,· .. , .· 

1<;Ulm~o,atmg_m 2003 when 30M Cahforn1aps d1e· of-starvation after a!'lachine gre-. · :i,; • 
-~ d•~~ .. a~ OUJbr.eak of mass ariorexia nerv0sa) _that brings inJ egislatfon.-to c<introl~'.r ~-
. ·mc;idelhng. • . . . . . .•• .• _ : • ,: . ".' •. , ... . •. ,: 
,-.. ; . , f0:1 Novem~er and December 20?_0: By 2006 suppor-t_wm be-amass1jig bJii~a.;::~:-: 

_a Static,: O_!:Cad7 pressure . grnuP_: This movement _will reflec_t the growing ·worries·.~- ;· 
· tnroughcy~t- society. that _the soc.1al structure cannot keep .up with changes rrr tfie .=' · . ' •• 

tech~olog1cal · environ,m~n!; The· group ·asks that_ the-.technological ,.i;nowball jle_ :- '
_st!?Pped throug~ the seco_nd decade, so mankind. can reflect the way .thiogs:·are • . 

. going ar,d _-put, nght so!'"e .,ef th~ IJlis~kes. ETkwill .look at the -effect this w'ould
0

-. .. • / 

1r,iwe on scJerice and society, and mvest1gate alternatives. . · . ~: ··. ·. 
; Eai1h: of the _reports will revie_w. tt,e ~_urreh~ si_ttiation and pres~t ht.teryiews-/ .. ~ 
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THE WORLD IN YOUR HAND 

TRIANGULATION RECEIVE.A 

Fig.1. 
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Phone anywhere ,n the world with 
this walkie-talkie. Dave Sinf ield reports. 

F 
urther development of the maser receiver has led to the production of the 
general purpose pocket communicator. The first public demonstration took 
place in the grounds of the Eurotower on November 24th. 
Looking somewhat like the handset of a "trimphone" (very popular in the 

70s) the communicator has the usual audio transducers and only one control - a 
call button . . Pressing this causes the communicator to emit the location beam to 
a nearby Telcom satellite. The communicator then sets up the narrow-beam Maser 
link: the satellite uses an ingenious but simple triangulation system to pinpoint 
the communicator's position. The satellite first requests the subscriber's identifi
cation code. If the code is valid communication progresses. 

Because the communications are on a tight beam there is normally no need 
for frequency differentiation between channels. Interference would occur when 
users are within 50 metres of each other. The communicator automatically steps up 
to a vacant channel (there are 80 channels - fine for most areas, but it is likely 
more than one satellite will be needed to serve the vertical metrocores of the major 
cities). 

By using the Telcom satellite link all the facilities available to the home Telcom 
subscriber become available. Telcom's "Talktel " service, recently brought on-line, 
will enable the communicator to be used for world-wide 'phone' calls. 

The communicator also has, as an option, a solid-state audio recorder so that 
information can be recorded for later playback. The format is compatible with 
home terminals and by plugging recorded memory modules into these hard copy 
can be obtained, using the Voxprint service. 

But you don't have to have a home terminal to use the communicator. Simple 
'phone•· operation is available -using a unit encoded with your Telcom phone-only 
number. 

European satellite coverage today is only 30% complete, which means you will 
often have to wait for a channel (if the communicator service takes off at the rate 
predicted by Cutema) . 

Telcom UK are making the programs for the PLA, the specialised Maser ACMs 
have been developed in Holland. 
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Today the communicator costs E700, with a predicted price of E300 in two 
years. The charge for each satellite link is El .35 plus E0.01 per second. Other 
Telcom charges arc additional. 

The communicator is yet another product of Maser deflection technology. 
Only a few years ago no-0ne would have believed that the deflection units being 
developed for use with transmitting Masers would one day be used as super-selective 
front-ends on receiving Masers. In the communicator system the receivers are sens
itive to an area fifty metres in diameter on the earth's surface. The intensifier effect 
in the Maser enables the feeble signal from the communicator to be amplified up to 
useful levels. 

Fig.6. 
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Fig. I. The Communicator Satellite. 
Fig. 2. The link from Communicator to 
Tclcom station, via satellite. 
Fig.3 . The maser beam is electronically aimed 
using the deflection unit. 
Fig.4. The Pin-Point System. 
Fig.5 . Flow diagram showing operation of the 
system showing checks against invalid use. 
Fig.6 . The deluxe handset features solid-state 
recorder. 
Fig. 7. Inside each Communicator is an 80· 
channel microwave transceiver with 60° 
radiation cone. 
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1ree years ago the GLC decision to instal 'auto-location ' _beacons in conjunction 
with Motorola UK caused a political storm, costing as it did some El00 M of rate
payers' money. This month came the second storm when the GLC announced a 
E70M undertaking to ·equip central London with a 'ho~ing' system bas: d up~n 
these beacons. At a time when less than 1% of 1% of vehicles on the road 1s equi p
ped to use them this does indeed see_m_ a s~ange decision. Presumably the council 
are figuring that during the four years 1t will take to fit the system manufacturers 
will produce cars able to benefit from the equipment. 

Shining Light 
Let us begin by recapping on the locator system itself. This consists of a series of 
1272 ' beacons' installed at most major road junctions in and around the City of 
London, which when operated in conjunction with the Motorola Cartell units, can 
act as the ultimate roadmap. 

Cartell projects a local 'A-Z' standard roadmap of the area surrounding the car 
onto a flat 7197 x 7197 high resolution display screen within the driver's view area, 
and can plot a course to any given spot - once the number of the nearest beacon 
to the destination has been input. An optional PROM system will automatically 
provide this in exchange for a street name, but is somewhat costly at present. 

Thus at its most sophisticated you can type in the name of the street/road 
you wish to get to and the Cartell will pilot you there with alpha-numeric prompts 
i.e; "second major left", " next right" etc. and a clear map of the square mile 
around your car with all the beacon positions indicated. The map can be resident 
within the car system, or can be picked up from a series of plotting beacons around 
the periphery of the Cartell areas. 

To a certain degree you can even choose which route you wish to take by 
replying to a "VIA?" prompt with a string of beacon numbers. Cartell then plots in 
a course to get you from A to B taking in the named beacons. Useful for tourists 
no doubt. If the given numbers constitute a diversion, Cartell puts up " NON 
OPTIMUM" on the display just to show it knows better than you. 

Re-orientation of the map occurs every time a beacon is passed, such that the 
display is always facing the same way as the car bonnet. Performing a U-turn does 
not confuse the system - much as you thought it might - instead you get " ILLE
GAL MANOEUVER" all over the display as soon as you pass the same beacon 
going in the opposite direction! A control is provided to convince Cartell that you 
are not really a criminal and that you have found some way of reversing direction 
without breaking Government statutes. 

Operation 
Considering the huge potential of the system, the hardware is really rather simple. 
No updating has taken place in the three years following installation, because the 
limits of the present system have not been remotely approached as yet. 

Each beacon (apart from the plotting units) continuously transmits an IR 
signal containing a fourteen bit location code and a two bit error/summation 
signature. This is decoded by the CPU within the car to produce an orientation and 
map identification string, which tells the memory which part of London to display, 
and which way around to put it. 

Alpha-numeric prompts are triggered by the error/summation signal correspon
ding to a given sequence within the memory. 

Standard memory size for the basic Cartell is 128M with a further 64M for 
the location EPROM. 

Thus given only a Cartell unit in his car, even a complete stranger to London 
need never get lost anywhere within the zone covered by the system. Plans to 
expand the beacon network are underway now, following the success of the pilot 
(!) scheme', Using a fourteen bit location code the maximum number of beacons 
i~ obviously 11 1111111 11111 2 or 163831 0 , so there is scope for a ten fold expan
sion at present. 

Home James 
Plans to make use of the existing network to provide an 'auto-home ' facility were 
announced this month and involve no changes to the actual beacons themselves. 
Each car intending to run in this manner needs extensive servo-mechanisms fi tted, 
however. 

The idea is basically to take control away from the driver completely and 
allow the Cartell unit to 'drive ' the car using the beacons to obtain its course ' 

All that _is required outside the vehicl? is the 'guide wiring' which m~st run 
along both sides of the road to ~arry th? signals needed for a continuous steering 
process. The exact nature of this data 1s as yet uncertain and this is one of t he 





The CARTELL Console - This standard >er
.sion respond~ to inputted beacon numbers. 
A deluxe version with alphanumeric keyboard 
ilnd street•name input j5 also ~va.ilable. 

PROMPT 

MAP LOAD 

CARTELL 
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details to be fi nalised during the pilot scheme. It is possible though that it will be 
kept compatible with the Cartell data stream used at present and may even utilise 
some of the redundant bits in the existing 16 bit code. 

The vehicle's own collision radar will also have to be standardised to allow for 
handling a line of cars on one link. Motorola have plans to introduce voice-operated 
units now that speech recognition is becoming commercially viable due to the (at 
last!) price dive in bubble memories over the past few years. "Home James" may 
yet become a reality. 

Motorola estimate the capital cost of converting a car to be around El 5000 or 
about half the cost of the car itself] Talks in the USA are going on to convince the 
manufacturers to offer the mechanisms as an option, which would bring down t he 
cost considerably to the consumer. 

It is likely though that a major European luxury vehicle company wi ll be the 
first to adopt the suggestion, if the London scheme successfully demonstrates 
the viability of computer controlled driving. It has been suggested too that London 
Transport immediately equip OATs in this manner as this might consti tu te a better 
a better return for the ratepayers' money. 

Summary 
At present London is one of only six major cities in Europe to be fi tted with the 
Cartel! mapping network. It is the first to announce a definite intention to attempt 
the logical extension of this into an 'auto-dri\e' facility, albeit over a very restric
ted area. 

The advantages of the system, as expounded b\ its advocates, include a drastic 
reduction in road accidents, automaticall\ enforceable speed limits and possible 
elimination of drunken driving - or at least an excuse to raise the penal ty so high 
it will become a real deterrent. 

Those against say it is an infringement of personal liberty (despite the 'over
ride' switch), a costly White Elephant, a wa1 of getting 'kick-backs' from Motorola 
or just plain un-workable and doomed to failure. 

It seems well worth the try to us, and we applaud the enterp ri se and courage 
of the GLC for tak ing the lead in this logical del'elopment. It is inevi table that some 
form of control of town driving - as opposed to the Motorway systems already 
operating - will eventually be introduced so why should Britain not lead the way 
for a change? 
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FROM 141 TO 77 

OPTIMUM ··------
141 

142 LEFT 

143 RIGHT 

151 

77 

VIA? OPT 

171 NON OPERATIONAL 

211 NON OPERATIONAL 

150 NON OPERATIONAL 

Typical CARTELL heading display. This has been set to 'prompt' 
mode, and the required destination Is a side road just past beacon 
69. Note that the only numbers shown on the display are those still 
to be passed, and that only those unil5 within a half-mile of the car 
are shown at all. 
The vehicle symbol is particularly suitable as ii gives heading and 
position In a clear and unamblauous manner. Note the screen is 
'faded' at the top to Improve leglablllty of the prompt text and 
that destination Is kept close to the top. 

Complete journey mapping. Here all the route numbers are dis
played along with tum directions. The 'Display Expand ' is not 
operable in the 'Setting' mode 111 allow full use of the graphics. 
The column at the lower right 11f the display shows which beacons 
In the area of the car are 'down ' and thus un-usable. 
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FIRST UNDERWATER 
CHANNEL SWIM 

Last week, Nicola· Watts, a 12-year-old 
from Wolverhampton, became the first 
person to swim the channel underwater, 
thanks to the General Electric artificial 
gill she was wearing. 

Soon to be available commercially, 

BRASILIA'S NEW TAXIS · 
Moaular, driverless, taxis powered by 
m'obile fusion reactors are now serving 
the metro area of Brasilia. Half the cost 
of setting up the serv.ice has been pro
vided by Tokafus Inc, who are anx ious 
to win acceptance· for their mobile 
reactors. In the Brasilia taxis Tokafus 
engines circulate a high-temperature 
plasma (composed of deuterium and 
tritium atoms) through a doughnut
shaped reactor. At the moment Tokafus 
have to take the reactors back to their 
service centre once a month to reju
venate the magnets and exchange 
cannisters. 

The computerised navigation system 
used in Metro Brasilia was implemented 
by Nipsoft, and is virtually a copy of 
their system in Tokyo. 
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the 'A-Gill ' straps to the swi mmers ' 
back, like a scuba, and can sustain 
breathing underwater fo r indefi nite 
periods. The company has been working 
on the device for over 20 years (see 
photo of rabbit hutch submerged in 
fish tank - this dates back to the 70s!) . 
Expected market price of the A-Gill is 
E8000. 

LASER GUNS NOW E150! 
Nigeria 's mass-production of laser pis
tols · has brought down their price to 
El 50 in Africa. On th e black market in 
Europe they sell fo r fi ve times this 
price. European authorities are worried 
by the proliferation of these weapons 
in the Third World, and the numbers (an 
estimated 2M in 1998) being smuggled 
into the Continent. Fortunately illegal 
imports of feed and pump cartridges 
have been successfully controlled thanks 
to Supersniffers at major ports . 

The latest in underground laser 
weapons is the pen laser - as popular
ised in the ' Return Of The Avengers' 
series on TV. The 'disposable ' pen laser 
uses the same techniques as the laser 
pistol (a 3 micron chemical laser fuelled 
by hydrogen and iodine compounds) . 
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tr.eking 

station near 
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GLADIATOR ROBOT CONTEST 
This Christmas ' Gladiator Robot Con
test will be held on Boxing Day at the 
Wandsworth Astrobowl. New fo r 1999 
is the 'Mammoth ' section for robots at 
least 100 m2 and over 40 tonnes. Mod
mags is sponsoring one of the robots, 
Hebot 4600, which was designed and 
built by the ETI /HE/CT workshop. 
Another Modmags entry is in the fly 
ing robot section. The events will be 
televised live on channel 24. 

CUTEMA 
HOMEWORK REPORT 
Published th is month is Cutema's report 
on Homework. The agency says that in 
Grade A sectors Homework now is more 
common than Travelwork. And Grade A 
is growing - in the British Region, for 
example, 10% of the popul ation live in 
G~de A designated areas, compared 
with onl y 2% at the beginning of the 
decade (corresponding to 20% and 15% 
by land area) . 

Cutema predicts that by 2010 half 
of the population wi ll work from home 
and live in Grade A areas. 

. . 
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NEW COMMUNICATIONS 
SYSTEM FOR FREIGHT SUBS 
Plessey have won the combat to fit 
communicat ions equipment to In ter
freight's new flee t of unmanned nuclear 
freight submarines. The contraversial 
submarines will start their work in 
2003. 

KITCHEN SINC 
Rumours are getting hotter and hotter 
that Sinclair International are about to 
introduce a kitchen robot. Although we 
first carri ed news of this nearly a decade 
ago (ETI , Jan 1991 ) wi th updates about 
every year since, no-one outside SI has 
seen anything yet. 

With production of IPRs (industrial 
Production Robots) running at over 
1,500,000 a year from the three Euro
pea_n makers and imports from Indo
nes ia, Brazil and Mexico accounting fo r 
another 800,000, the cost of the robot 
has fallen to about El 2000. At these 
prices the upper income groups may 
well be interested. 

IPRs, of course, have revolut ionised 
production lines, but onl y the latest 

REAL-IMAGE 
HI FI FOR 
DOM ESTIC MARKET 
Philips in Eindhoven fo recas t the end 
of virtual-image h ifi in the next few 
years. The cost of acousto-electro nic 
lenses wi ll fal l from El 0000 to El 000 
by 2001, they claim. 

models are genuinely mobile. Learn ing 
still requires several weeks alongside a 
human operator every t ime a new task 
has to be undertaken. However, wi th 
recent breakthroughs in software (see 
ETI June 1998), from Strathern Soft
ware, it appears more and more feas ible 
that a mobile robot with the capacity 
for domestic work could fall into the 
right price level. 

DRs (Domestic Robots) will handle 
all food preparation, cooki ng and clean
ing up afterwards. The onl y inpu ts 
needed will be menus and return of the 
dirty dishes. 

Our sister magazine, " Robotics To
day", carries a major feature this month 
on DRs. 

ELECTRONIC BRAIN FOR DOG 
Scientists in Wisconsin have wired-in a 
portable electronic brain to the body of 
an English Sheepdog. The brain controls 
the main muscles needed to keep the 
body alive, and the dog, Pepe, will walk 
under the control of ultrasonic pulses 
from a remote control unit. Pepe has 
to be fed by hand, but digestion is auto
matic. Sensory inputs are limited to 
connecting up the ears and the nerves 
from the tactile sensors on the limbs. 

Previous artificial-brain experiments 
have needed large back-up with men and 
machines to keep the animal 'alive '. In 
th is case, a single human master with 
simple equipment has been able to keep 
Pepe alive for over a month. 

Novel features of the Pepe experi
ment are conductive plastic artificial 
nerves, and the integration into a single 
unit of standard micro-electronic im
plants for basic functions. 

The experiment was nearly stopped 
by a Suprem e Court order instigated by 
the An imal Lovers of America organisa
tion and the Church Alliance, but sup
porters of the research - mainly from 
national bodies representing people who 
benefit from electronic brain implants 
to cure diabetes, speech disorders, 
epilepsy, etc - won their case . There is 
no doubt that spin-off from electronic 
brain research will help in controlling 
human illness, the unanswered questions 
are the ethical ones. 

NEW RECORD CLEANER 
A new accessory for the audiophile is 
the Bib D27 record cleaner. This pro
duct is avai labl e from 01 -282-7124 for 
E40. It uses 4M of memory. Correlation 
tests show 99.998% accuracy iri recover
ing audio from a signal with 1 % random 
corruption, compared .to 99.6% corre
lation for records cleaned-up, from 1 % 
dirty, using ultrasonic cleaners. Using 
both digital and mechanical clean-up, 
100% correlation can be assured for all 
but the most badly damaged discs. 

NOW 10,000 SMALL 
REACTORS IN BRITISH 
REGION 
The EAEA Distributed Energy Sourcing 
Program this month hit its target of 
10,000 local power stations in Britain . 
Fifty percent of the prefabricated sta
tions came from factories in Japan · and 
half the remainder were 'from the C~ech
fusion plant in Prague. In the period of 
granting the 10,000 licences, the EAEA 
says it has withdrawn onl y 27, and 
boasts never having declared anyth ing 
more than a yellow alert in the Region. 
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Monthly 
Magazines 
(in 1980) 
from the 
same team : 

ELECTRONICS TODAY keeps you 
up-to-date with the latest in technology 
and developments, with examples of 
implementation in our popular projects 
section. It is a life-line of ideas for the 
hardware-oriented enthusiast. 

HOBBY ELECTRONICS is our mag
azine for amateur project-builders and 
gadget freaks. HE. tells you how to make 
the most out of living in the techno
logical age. 

COMPUTING TODAY is written by 
people who get their kicks from home 
computers. We talk about what is 
currently affordable and available, 
what you can build for yourself, 
and how to have fun! 

Magazines 
for enthusiasts, 
from enthusiasts. 

How this magazine 
came to be 

What will ETI be like in 20 years?" I remember asking everyone at Mod
mags that question back in the autumn of 1979. This magazine incorpor
ates many of the answers I received. All the articles are written by the 

staff of our magazines (ETI, HE and CT) and our "Specials" department. Although 
fiction , the writing is based on today's science fact. Actually there's very little in 
ETI 1999 that isn 't technologically possible in 1980. 

It was great fun to write for ETI 1999 : it must have been even more fun to 
illustrate it. After hard days on our mentalities, Diego and Dee spent many an 
evening preparing illustrations for this "Special", and working late with Loraine on 
the overall production. Thanks . ... 

The editorial content is reasonably different from that of ETI 1980. One 
reason for this is that we think electronics, as we know it, will not exist in 1999. 
Black-box PLAs (programmable logic arrays) and ACMs (addressable control 
modules) will be hooked-up with optic fibres and programmed to do most of the 
jobs done by today 's magazine projects. 

Another reason is that in 1999 ETI will be (we think) a "personalised" maga
zine compiled by computer to satisfy the interests of the individual subscriber. The 
"H.W.Moorshead" that this magazine is compiled for is our Managing Director, who 
is leaving the company about the time this mag~zine is published. Halvor edited 
ETI for most of its life and ETI 1999 was originally his idea. 

If you enjoyed ETI 1999 and would like to read more about electronics today, 
try one of our monthly magazines (described on the left) or one of our "Specials" 
(advertised on the right-hand side of page 47). 

S.B. 

ETI 1999 is an Electronics Today International Special published by 
Modmags in Spring 1980. 

COPYRIGHT : All material is subject to worldwide Copyright protection. All reasonable care 
is taken in the preparation of the magazine to ensure accuracy but ETI cannot be held respon
sible for it legally. Where errors do occur a correction will be published as soon as possible 
afterwards. 
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Six simple questions and a bit of imagination stand between you and a trip to 
Skylab 10 on the space shuttle Galileo. 

1. Who is known as the father of rocketry in the West? 
2. What was the first operational surface-to-orbit Earth Shuttle called? 
3. Who was the first man to live in Earth orbit for more than one year? 
4. What expensive piece of space junk was salvaged in 1998 and now stands in the 

middle of the Moonbase Mare-1 complex? 
5. Who was the first British scientist to work on the Moon? 
6. How many days did Nomad-3 's crew spend orbiting Mars? 

In the event of a tie, we have an interesting decider - NASA (the North Atlantic 
Space Agency) is short of a name for the Mars Manned Lander Program. If you can 
answer the six questions above and suggest the most appropriate name for the 
MMLP, NASA will fly you to the Johnson Spaceflight Centre, from where you will 
be whisked into Earth orbit by the shuttle Galileo. Onboard Skylab 10 you'll be 

able to enter another competition to win a trip back to Earth! 
You can send your entry on the reply coupon provided or key your answers into 

your home processor and send them off to Telcom 395411178 along the fabulous optic land line. 

1. .............. . 

My 
suggestion 
for a name 
for the Mars 
Manned Lander · 
Program is 

Name ..................... . 

Address ...................... . 

3 ....... ..... . .. . 

6 ............ . 

Telcofn number ....... . 

IN DAT 92017725278 
ETl9912. SUBSCRIBER: H.W. MOORSHEAD, 3759215. 
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